
Technology Features

GreenLyfe360 is a SaaS solution built to alleviate the burden of compliance while also allowing you to 
manage all aspects of your cultivation business. Below are key software features that focus on helping 
your team move as efficiently and effectively as possible.

Bidirectional Metrc Syncing

RFID & Barcode Scanning

Bluetooth Scale Integration

Mobile App

Customer Store

Location Audits

Plant Growth Optimization

Point of Sale
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GreenLyfe360

Fully integrated with Metrc, GreenLyfe360 allows 

you to easily sync to and from each platform. Pull 

your data into our system within minutes and get 

alerts when data between the systems needs 

reconciliation.

Connect to RFID readers and scan labels to initiate 

bulk actions. With a stable integration with the 

Zebra RFD8500 and MC3300R devices, you can 

scan your locations in a matter of seconds, saving 

your team hours of time each day.

Use a Bluetooth scale to quickly and consecutively 

weigh your items, whether you’re splitting a 

package, removing waste, or harvesting plants. 

Rely on a seamless experience that eliminates 

errors caused by manual data entry.

Quickly add customers using our CRM state 

database. Create personal logins that allow 

them to enter in preorders for fast and easy 

processing. Manage your active inventory for 

each facility with real-time calculations.

Available for both iOS and Android, our mobile 

application was built to facilitate your everyday 

tasks with it’s hardware integrations and full 

Metrc capabilities. Have access to control your 

business everywhere you go.

Audit your locations in minutes by scanning 

your plants and packages and using our 

compare tools. Quickly locate any lost labels 

and fix discrepancies that would otherwise 

cause alerts when it’s time for an audit.

With all your data in one place, you can 
analyze environmental conditions and 
nutrients that worked best for each specific 
strain. Evaluate the actual and ideal VPD for 
your locations and make adjustments that 
optimize your output.

Use your mobile device or tablet to scan package 
barcodes for each customer transaction. Sync 
directly with Metrc at the point of sale. Keep up 
to date on strain and product trends while 
staying compliant with your state.

A better way to grow

http://www.greenlyfe360.com/

